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Welcome to the Comprotex CBD Remodel template for Microsoft Excel
Our program is one of the best defined and easiest templates you have ever used for estimating your costs for
remodeling of the smallest to the largest jobs..
How to use:
First thing is to click the "Calculations" tab.
Now enter the following:
Remodeler's Name
Project Name:
Type of Remodel:
Address:
Note: All of the above will carry through to all of the pages.Then save as a new file name.

Note: Anywhere in the program the text is BLUE, you can change the number or text.
Most of your input will be under the Estimate Tab which also carries through to the Summary page.
The greatest feature for the CBD Remodel is the Calculations Tab, which contains many small
calculators to estimate lumber, sheetrock and many other items so you will have record of just how
you came up with certain estimates. Think of it as your crib notes.
Tab Explanations

"Estimate" Tab
This tab is for entering actual quantities and costs for this project.

"Summary" Tab
This tab is strictly for you, the remodeler, and not for the customer.

"Calculations" Tab
This tab is where you will enter the name of your company, name of the customer, and Markup of the costs
using percentage. The rest of the page is your personal calculations page for actual costs for everything from
cabinets to lumber. Note these figures DO NOT transfer to the respective items or costs. Think of this page as
your crib notes and how you calculated some of the costs. Note: All pricing should be updated to your locale!!!
Pricing shown is for EXAMPLE ONLY!

"Customer" Tab
This tab is to be printed and given to your potential customer showing the final prices that have been marked
up to your preferred profit margin based on the input from the Calculations Tab.

"Notes" Tab
This tab is to keep general or specific notes pertaining to this project.
Support for 90 days from purchase:
Tel: 888-588-5402
Email: support@comprotexsoftware.com

